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ABSTRACT
Computer models have been developed for analyzing the state-of-stress
beneath tractlon-drtve type of contacts. The analyses Involve computing
stresses and stress-reversals on various planes for points beneath the sur-
face. The effect of tangentlal and axial friction under gross sllp conditions
can be evaluated with the models. Evaluations performed on an RC (rolling
contact) tester configuration indicate that the classical fatigue stresses are
not altered by friction-forces typical of lubricated contact. Higher values
of friction (f > 0.25) can result in surface shear reversal that exceeds the
,tresses at the depth of maximum shear reversal under rolling contact.
I
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STRESS EVALUATIONS UNDER
ROLLING/SLIDING CONTACTS
by
J. W. Kannel and J. L. Tevaarwerk (Consultant)
INTRODUCTION
Rolling elements such as roller bearings and traction drive trans-
missions are subject to failure from rolling contact fatigue. Such fatigue
failures cause a serious restriction on the operating life and reliability of
such devices. In the case of the traction drive transmissions, rolling con-
tact fatigue failures could conceivably restrict the use of such transmissions
in motor vehicles, despite the increased efficiency such transmissions could
afford. Although a number of factors contribute to fatigue failure, the ef-
fect of traction and slip on the state of stress between rolling elements is
• not understood. A better understanding of the role of traction on fatigue
could greatly assist in the evaluation of materials for and operational limits
of traction components.
The fundamental theory for rolling contact fatigue is the one pub-
lisPed by Lundberg and Palmgren (I)* in 1947 and summarized by Coy, et
al.(2). This theory is based on the assumption that failure is in the form
of shallow pitting and is related to subsurface shearing stresses within the
rolling elements. In essence, any irregularity in the material beneath the
surface can manifest itself as a failure initiation point. The significant
stress field has been hypothesized as being bounded by the surface, the depth
of the maximum and reversing shear stress, and the width of the rolling track.
The magnitude and depth of the reversing shear stress have been found to be
very significant with regards to fatigue failure.
The reversing stress field has been well established for pure rolling
contacts(3,4). However, when surface tractions are imposed, this stress
field becomes very complicated. The classic study for line contact is by
Smith and Liu (5). Smith and Liu's research indicated that friction is a key
*References are listed at the end of the text.
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2factor with regards to reversing stresses. For example, at some level of fric-
tlon, the reversing stress was found to be at the surface, which would greatly
reduce fatigue life. Hamilton and Goodman (6) developed a theory for a cir-
cular sliding contact. The results of their theory are in the form of useful
graphs for predicting friction effects for this specific type of contact.
Other researchers, such as Kuznetsov (7), have studied the influence of frlc-
tlon on contact stress, but not on the subsurface stress field under sllp
conditions.
One compllcatlon to the reverslng stress field is that the stress
reversals occur over the width of contact and depend on orientation as well as
depth. See, for example, Figure I. The maxlm,_m stress occurs at the center
of contact and the depth and magnitude are straightforward to compute. Com-
puting the reversing stress becomes more complicated because the reversals
occur over a finite region. Consider, then, the complication when the magni-
tude of _+ or T_ depend on the orientation out of the plane of the paper.
The goal of the project has been to develop computer models to deter-
mlne the magnitude of reversing shear stresses beneath (and very near) the
surface of rolllng/slldlng contacts. Slldlng in both the tangential direction
and the axial direction are considered. Considerations are given for llne
contacts as well as crowned rollers. In order to insure accuracy In modeling,
two independent models were developed, one by Tevaarwerk (T-model) and one at
Battelle (B-model)*. This approach allowed for both researchers to be heavily
involved with the problem In modeling and created excellent dialogue, both for
the mathematical intricacies, as well as the ramification of the predictions.
A comparison between the two models i8 given in Table 1, which demonstrates
the consistency of the two approaches. The approach for the development of
the models was as follows:
• Define the stress tensor for any point beneath the surface
a Compute prlnclpal stresses and their direction cosines for each
-_ i point
_ a Determine the direction cosines (relative to the x, y, z axes) to
the octahedral plane and the plane of aaxlmum shearing stress
! •
I *As discussed in Appendix A, the prlnary difference in the two models Is inthe integration schene used to deteralne the stress tensor.
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tFIGURE 1. ILLUSTRATION OF SHEAR STRESS BENEATH THE SURFACE OF CONTACT
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4TABLE I. COMPARISON OF TEVAARWERK MODEl, WITH BATTELLE MODEL
(K = .5, _ - .285, fA = O, z/b - .3)
i
.,, 0x 0 y z Txy Tyz mXZ
fT z/b T B T B T B T B T B T B
0 -.9 -.236 -.241 -.212 -.218 -.375 -.383 0 0 0 0 .228 .231
-.8 -.251 -.256 -.255 -.259 -.511 -.518 0 0 0 0 .222 .225
-.5 -.329 -.333 -.361 -.369 -.798 -.807 0 0 0 0 .138 .140
-.3 -.374 -.380 -.404 -.412 -.896 -,907 0 0 0 0 .080 .081
0 -.401 -.408 -.428 -.436 -.948 -.958 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 3 -.374 -.380 -.404 -.412 -.896 -.907 0 0 0 0 -.080 -.081
• 5 -.329 -.333 -.361 -.369 -.798 -.807 0 0 0 0 -.138 -.141
• 8 -.2-t -.256 -.255 -.259 -.511 -.518 0 0 0 0 -.222 -.225
•9 -.236 -.240 -.212 -.218 -.375 -.383 0 0 0 0 -.228 -.230
.I -.9 -.171 -.174 -.196 -.201 -.352 -.360 0 0 0 0 .195 .200
-.8 -.188 -.191 -.239 -.243 -.489 -.495 0 0 0 0 .187 .190
-.5 -.281 -.284 -.349 -.356 -.784 -.793 0 0 0 0 .095 .097
-.3 -.344 -.349 -.396 -.414 -.88R -.898 0 0 0 0 .032 .033
0 -.401 -.408 -.428 -.436 -.948 -.958 0 0 0 0 -.051 -.051
.3 -.404 -.411 -.412 -.420 -.904 -.915 0 0 0 0 -.128 -.130
.5 -.376 -.382 -.373 -.381 -.812 -.821 0 0 0 0 -.182 -.184
.8 -.315 -.320 -.271 -.276 -.533 -.540 0 0 0 0 -.256 -.260
•9 -.301 -.308 -.228 -.234 -.398 -.406 0 0 0 0 -.260 -.264
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5• Scan the planes of octahedral and maximum shearing stress in the
" direction of rolling and compute stress reversals.
Stress reversals can be computed by the above procedure for condi-
tions of zero friction, axial friction, and tangential friction for llne
contacts and contacts corresponding to a rolling contact fatigue tester. The
basic assumptions for the analyses are:
I. The contact pressure (normal stress) are predictable by Hertz
theory for line or crowned contacts.
2. The contact tractions are a result of a constant traction
coefficient times the pressure. This tacitly assumes a gross
sliding situation.
3. The materials are all elastic and homogeneous.
4. The bodies are isothermal. That is, no thermal stresses are
considered.
MODEL DEVELOPMENT I
The Stress Tensor
The objective of the analyses is to evaluate subsurface stresses in
rolling/sliding contacts of the type seen in traction drives. Consider, for
example, the system shown in Figure 2, where two cylinders are loaded together
under rolling or possibly rolling/gilding contact. The assumed Hertzlan con-
tact pressure dl.tribution produces a state of stress throughout the cyl-
inders. Likewise, the frictional forces associated with sliding produce an
_ additional state of stress such that a typical point beneath the surface
_: is undergoing a complicated and changin_ stress state. For crowned cylinders,
_ this stress state varies axially (in the y direction) as a result of axially
varying pressures as well as in the x direction, as shown in Figure 3.
..
%
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Hertz contact pressure distribution
Y Typical point beneath surfa_;e
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In tensor notation, the stress at any point can be ./ritten as
_lJ or "_iJ , (i)
where olj = _ij/pH (i, J = I, 2, 3) ,
where PH is the maximum Hertz contact pressure. In more conventional
terminology
o x = Oli , Oy = o22 , ¢_z = o33 , (2)
Txy = ¢_12 , Txz = °13 and Ty z - a23 .
It should be noted that the stress tensor is symmetric such that otj *
Oil.
To determine sis requires that expressions be developed for the
effect of point loads on stresses and that the point loads be integrated over
• the conditions of interest. These equations are discussed in Appendix A and
Equation A-27 shows the general relationship for _lJ of interest here.
Principal Stresses
From the preceding discussions, it can be noted that the state of
stress at any point has _Ix components*. The components discussed in the pre-
ceding section describe the stress when the axis is oriented in the x, y, z
system. However, the stress can look constdorably different at different ori-
entations. Since the objective of the study is to evaluate "worse case" shear
stresxs, it is necessary to evaluate the affect of axis rotation (see rlgure
4) on stress. The first step in this phase of the study 18 to determine the
paraneter8 that are not 8 function of rotation; these are known u the invari-
ants of the stress tensor (8). These lnvarisnts 8re:
: . e&ctually nine couponents are required, but some are equal because of
( ,yumetry.
i
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[r = °ll + °22 + o-_ , (_)
I[ r = °11 022 + Oll 033 4 022 033 - o122 - Ol32 - 0232 , and (4)
IIIr = Oll 022 033 + 2ol 2 023 o13 - Oll a232 - o22o132 - o33_122 . (5)
I
Z
I!
z
II
I
x
I!
Y
!
Y
YlCUlt/_ 4. ILLUSTRATION OY AXIS ROTATION
With the knowledge of the Invarlants, it is possible to decermlne the
plane of the principal stress (i.e., the rotated axis on which no shear forces
exist) and the stress msgnltudes. Thl equJtlor_ for the principal stree.es
can be _rltten
S3 + IrS2 + llrS + Illr = 0 . (6)
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Equation 6 can be readily solved by cubic equation solutlon_ and will produce
. three real roots for principal stresses. These roots will be known as St,
$2, and S3 with S1 being the largest and S3 the smallest.
Angles To The Principal Stresses
In tensor computations, the angles are given in terms of direction
cosines to the various axes. If we define anx , any , and anz as the
direction cosines from a given principal stress (_ay SI) to th_ x, y, and z
axis, then it can b_ shown that the following equations must be
satisfled(8):
anxl2 + anyl2 + anxl2 = 1 , {7)
(°11 - Sl) anxl + _12 anyl + °13 anzl = d , (8)
, ol2anxI + (o22 - SI) any I + o23 anz I = 0 , and (9)
oi3 anxl + 023 any I L (033 _ SI) anzl = 0 • (i0)
By solving Equation 7 and any two of Equations 8 through I0 simul-
tmeously, anxl, any I and anz I can bs_determined. In a _Ike manner, the
direction cosines for locating the S2 (anx2, anz2, anz2) and the S3
(anx3, any3, anz3) stress can be determined.
Other Planes of Interest
The solution of equation 7 through I0 permit the determination of the
location of principal stresses. However, the objective of the project is to
evaluate shear stresses and by definition there are no shear stresses on the_e
planes. Therefore, othez planes must be considered.
1982009647-013
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Plane of Maximum Shear Stress
The maximum shear stress for an element lles on a plane bisecting the
S! - S3 plane. The direction cosines for the normal to thls plane rela-
tive to the plane of the principal stress axes can be written
bnl = 1/_f2- , (11)
bn2 = O. , (12)
bn3 = I/%/'7 . (13)
To relate these cosines back to the x, y, z axis requires an angle
transformation of the form
Cnx = bnl anx I + bn2 anx 2 + bn3 anx3 , (14)
Cny = bnl any I + bn2 any Z + bn3 any3 , (15) .
Cnz = bnl anzI + bn2 anz 2 + bn3 anz3 , (16)
where Cnl , Cn2 and Cn3 are the direction cosines from the normal (to the
shear plane) to the x, y, z axes.
Plane of Octahedral Stress
The location of the normal to the octahedral stress can be written
bnl = l/_t'_ , (17)
bn2 = Ill'3" , (18)
bn3 = l/if'3" . (19)
That is, the normal is situated at equal angles from the principal axis.
Likewise, Equations 17 through 19 can be used in conjunction with Equations 14
through 16 to relate the normal to the x, y, z axes.
t
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II
Seeking The Maximum and Minimum Shear Stresses
Using the angle transformation equations discussed in the previous
section, it is possibl_ to locate the normals to various critical shear stress
planes. The final step in this process is to locate maximum and minimum shear
stress on those particular planes for various x positions. Let us define the
direction cosines to a given location on a shear plane as asx , asy and
asz. It can be shown that(8)
asx Cnx + asy Cny + asz Cnz = 0 and (20)
asx2 + asy2 + asz2 = I . (21)
If, then, we choose a particular angle, say asx, we can compute
asy and asz by Equations 20 and 21.
With a knowledge of the angles between the shear vector on a plane
and the x, y, z axes and a knowledge of the stress tensor as oriented to the
x, y, z axes, the shear stress can be computed. The equation for the stress
is given by(8)
T = Cnx asx Oli + Cny asy 022 + Cnz asz o
+ Cnx asy Ol2 + Cny asx Ol 2 + Cnx asz o13 , (22)
+ Cnz asx o13 + Cny asz 023 + Cnz Say 023 •
In the computer model, values of asx were assumed in the range
-I to +I. For each value of aex, the shear stress was computed at various x
positions and both tlm maximum and minimum values were stored. In the compu-
tation, the maximum shear stress and the maximum reversal Xmax - Tmi n were
sought.
e
i
/
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Construction Of Model
The computer model is constructed as follows:
I. Input values of k (b/a), _ (Poissons ratio), z/b (depth) fT
(tangential friction coefficient), fA (axial friction
coefficient), and case number.
2. Compute the stress tensor for approximately eleven (II) x
locations (STRSSC). For K = 0 (line contact), the Smith-Liu (5)
solutions are used.
3. Compute the principal stresses at each x location (PRINC).
4. Compute the angles to the principal stresses at each location
(ANGLe).
5. Compute the angle to the normals of the maximum shear plane, the
octahedral shear plane, and the orthogonal plane (ANGTRAN).
6. Compute the shear stresses and shear reversals on the shear
planes (RVSTRS).
All computations are in the form oij/PH and are applicable for
any (elastic) contact pressure level. A source listing for the model is given
in Appendix B and a typical printout is given in Table 2.
In this table
K = b/a (aspect ratio)
NU = (Poissons ratio)
Z = z/b (depth into surface)
FT = fT (tangential friction coefficient)
FA = fA (axial friction coefficient)
SXX , Syy, SZZ are the normal stresses (ax, _y, az)
SKy , Syz , SXZ are the shear stress (Txy, ryz, TXZ)
Sl, S2, S3 are the principal stresses
X - pos = x/b is the x position being evaluatedL
_" TAU-MAX = maximum shearing stress as computed by scanning different
planes
AN (1), AN (2), AN (3) are the direction cosines to the normals on
the planes containing TAU-MAX and, AS (1), AS (2), AS (3) are the
direction cosines to TAU-MAX on the shear plane.
P
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TAU-REVERSING is the maximum reversing shear stress on the planes
specified.
ANALYSIS FOR RC FATIGUE TESTER
One objective of the project has been to evaluate the effect of mag-
nitude and direction of slip on the stresses in a rolling contact (RC) fatigue
tester. The RC tester consists of a rotating cylindrical specimen loaded
between two large diameter crowned rollers. In the test, the specimen is
driven by an electric motor; the crowned rollers are only driven by the speci-
men. The rollers are loaded to a level to produce fatigue in the specimen in
a reasonable time period. Normally, the RC tester is used to evaluate rolling
contact fatigue and has been used in bearing-material evaluations. The tester
is also being corsidered as a candidate device for evaluating the effect of
friction on fatigue.
Two approaches could be used to induce friction between the . !
cylindrical specimen and the crowned rollers. One technique would be to
induce a drag between the two element_ by driving or braking the rollers. I
This approach could be quite complicated for simple fatigue testing and an I
i
alternate could be more desirable. This alternate approach could consist i
isimply of skewing the specimen relative to the rollers. However, skewing
!
produces an axial traction, whereas braking the rollers produces a tangential !
traction. The stress model can be used in determining the stress fields
associated with these two types of fatigue test concepts.
Typical dimensions for an RC rig are
Ds = 9.5 mm (0.375 inch)
Dr = 190 mm (7.5 inches)
Rc = 6.4 mm (0.25 inch).
Ds is the specimen diameter, Dr is the roller diameter, and Rc is the
crown radius. For these dimensions, a value of K = 0.8 has been computed.
The upper limit traction coefficient should be nominally 0.! for lubricated
tractions.
Figure 5 shows the effect of traction on the reversing shear stresses
, in the RC tester. As can be observed, the maximum stress is unaffected by the
%
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friction as is the depth to maximum stress (z/b = 0.38). There are some dlf-
ferences in the stresses near the surface, and it is impossible to be certain
how these differences affect llfe. However, in the Lundberg-Palmgren theory,
only the orthogonal shear reversal and its depth are important. If this
theory is valid, it says that a traction coefficient of up to 0.I should not
alter life. There is, however, a difference in off-set between axial and
tangential-frlction, but this effect is not a part of fatigue theory. Fatigue
tests are badly needed to clarify the effect of stress on llfe.
The general observation from this aspect of the analyses is that the
direction of the traction is not significant with regards to fatigue type stress
for low traction coefficients typical of lubricated contacts assuming Lundberg-
Palmgren's theory. It should be noted that at least three stress related
factors that have not been included in these stress analyses could have a
profound effect on fatigue. These factors are:
(i) the effect of temperature (due to friction) on stress
(2) the effect of non-Hertzlan pressure on stress
(3) the effect of asymmetric surface traction.
All of these can produce an asymmetry in stresses which can amplify the stress
reversal. In fact, there wlll be a different stress state in the driver and
driven for effects (I) and (3). The influence of the non-Hertzian pressure
should be the same on both bodies provided that we do not invoke hysteresis
effects In the material.
If we examine the influence of (I) and (3) on, say, the reversing
orthogonal stress and assume that the traction is caused by the shearing of an
elastic/plastic-llke material, then the surface traction in the latter half of
the contact is larger than In the front. Also the traction stresses wlll be
negative In direction on the driver and positive on the driven. Thls means
that the stress reversal in the driven is increased from the non-traction
condltlon while it Is decreased In the driver, posslbly explaining some of the
experimental findings reported elsewhere. The depth at which the maximum
orthogonal acts is also reduced by an asymmetric traction stress. Traction
produced by an elastic/plastlc-llke mat_!rial may also explaln why gears fall
u
by pitting fatigue in the region dlrectly below the pitch circle because the
positive slldlng conditions may produce a region of maximum surface traction
1982009647-020
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asymmetry and, hence, the largest magnitude of the reversing orthogonal shear
stress. The thermal stresses produced by the sliding would also alter the
stress profile for the orthogonal shear stress in a similar fashion but now
because the driver (i.e., the faster moving body) would see a lower flash tem-
perature than the driven. Thermal stresses would tend to increase the ortho-
gonal shear stress in b th bodies but more in the driven than the driver. Also
besides the increases in the amplitude of the stress reversal, the depth at
which this occurs is reduced, giving a further reduction in fatigue life on
the driver. Further research is needed in this area to establish the influ-
ence of the effects Just mentioned.
DISCUSSION OF EFFECTS OF FRICTION ON FATIGUE STRESSES
The subsurface stress model represents a useful tool for evaluating
the role of friction on fatigue type stresses. The results of the evaluations
of the stress analyses from the RC tester showed some interesting (although
perhaps not profound) implications of the effect of lubricated traction on
stresses. The purpose of this section is to further explore the effect of
friction on stress.
Figures 6 through 8 show predictions of the reversing orthogonal
shear stress for various conditions of friction and aspect ratio (b/a). This
reversing stress is normally considered the significant stress for
fatigue. (I) Note, however, in Figure 6, that friction does not alter the
magnitude of the difference between maximum and minimum shear stress (i.e.,
stress reversals). This implies that the magnitude of the orthogonal 8tress
reversals are not dependput on friction. Changing aspect ratio does alter the
magnitude of the stress as shown in Figures 9 and 10, but this dependence of
stress on aspect ratio is not affected by friction.
The effects of friction on the magnitude and depth of the maximum
shear stress, are shown in Figures II and 12 for various values of aspect
ratio. Some increase in stress accompanies an Increase in friction. However,
i " for fT = .I and _ = .285 which are reasonable val_es for lubricated traction
1982009647-021
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drives, only very small changes in stress depth and magnitude occuL. Higher
value of friction (f = .2) produces sizable increases in stress. The observa-
tions concerning shear stress also occur with regard to the octahedral shear
stress as shown in Figures 13 and 14.
Figure 15 shows the effect of friction coefficient, f, on surface-
shear-stresses-reversals for line (K = O) contact. As can be observed, the
magnltude of reversing stresses on the surface does not exceed the reversing
orthogonal shear stress for values of f < 0.25. This implies that for this
contact situation, fatigue-related stresses are not altered by friction for
f < 0.25. Smith and Liu (5) showed sizable effects at f = 0.33, which would
be consistent with our computations. However, values of f of this magnitude
should occur only in very poor lubrication situations and are not relevant to
lubricated traction drive theory. As can be observed, friction does mate-
rially alter the shear stresses near the surfaces, even for low (< 0.I) fric-
tion coefficients. This implies that friction alters the overall stress field
and could alter the propensity of the system to incur a surface or near sur-
face initiated fatigue failure. Fatigue tests in conjunction with the stress
model are badly needei to further extend our knowledge of the role of low
levels of friction on fatigue.
Figure 16 shows a shear stress plot of Txy versus T ZX for the
plane of maximum shear stress at the center of contact very near the surface.
The magnitude of the stress reversals envelope (= .6) is very consistent with
the Smith-Liu (5) computations and further illustrate_ the effect of severe
friction (f = .33) on fatigue inducing stresses. However, the effect of
friction on these stresses is not a factor at lower friction.
In conclusion, it can be said that based on the computer models dis-
cussed herein, low friction coefficient (f < .I) do not alter the fatigue
stresses. At higher friction levels, changes will occur, but these cannot
explain the observed effect of frlctlon on fatigue. Other factors such as I
non-Hertzian pressures, thermal stress, and nonsyDmetrlc tractions should then I
I
I
be included to understand the :oli of friction on fatigue stress.
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SU_tARY
The performance life of traction drives can be a very important
factor in evaluating the overall effectiveness of the drive concept. Intui-
tively, this life should be heavily related to the state-of-stress in the
elements as a result of high loads and tractions. The purpose of the project
has been to develop a mathematical tool for evaluating this stress-state. Two
independent, but similar, approaches (one at Battelle and one by Tevaarwerk)
to developing the stress model have been pursued. Essentially, the models
involve the computations of subsurface shear stresses (and stress reversals)
as a result of normal and frictional loadings. Where possible the models have
been checked against existing theory and against each other.
One use of the stress models has been to evaluate fatigue test
methodology for a rolling contact (RC) fatigue tester. The standard RC tester
consist_ of a small driven cylinder loaded between two larger crowned cylin-
ders. The RC tester is a candidate device to evaluate the effect of traction
on fatigue, either b driving the crowned rollers (tangential slip) or by
simply skewing the rollers (axial slip); the skewing technique would be
easier. The stress model was used to evalute the effect of lubricated type
tractions on stresses for a typical RC configuration.
The general conclusion from the RC evaluations was that the fatigue
inducing stresses (shear _ress) reversals and depth of shear stress are not
seriously altered by tractions (axial or tangential) which are typical of
lubricated contacts. There are some changes in the stress field, but these
are difficult to relate to fatigue. To further explore the effect of friction
on stress, additional computer cases have been evaluated.
The general conclusions from additional computer analyses is that
friction coefficients of the order of 0.25 are required to materially alter
the state of fatigue inducing stresses; this is much larger than would occur
in lubricated contact. This implies then, that other effects not incorporated
in the current stress-models should be Included. These effects include non-
Hertzian stresses distributions and thermal stresses. Both of these effects
can impose nonsy_setrlcal (about the center of contact) shear stresses and 1
thus will produce shear stress reversals which will superimpose on the normal |
kand friction stresses.
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTATIONS OF THE STRESS TENSOR
Stress Due to Point Loads
The state of stress at any point on or beneath the surface of a
system under concentrated contact is quite complex. To define thls stress
state at each point requires the computations of nlne components of the stress
tensor as related to contact pressures and tractions. The effect of pressures
and tractions on stress were developed by Mlndlln (9) for point loadlngs on the
surface of a semllnflnlte body using the coordinate system of Figure A-I, and
letting R2 = x2 + y2 + z2. These equations appear as follows.
Normal Load.
PN (! - 2v)z 3 x 2 z (1 - 2_) x 2 x
CxN " 2_ R3 R5 R(R + z) R(R + z) R2 ,(A-l)
' PN (1 - 2v)z 3 y2 z (l- 2v)[1 y2 y_]}
.... ,(A-2)
aYl 2_ R3 R5 R(R + z) R(R + z)
3
, 3 PNZ
o = (A-3)
zN 2_ R5 '
3
, , 3 PNy z
T - T . - , (A-4)
zYN YZN 2'f R5
L
I
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2
, , 3 PN x z
- r , (A-5)
XZN ZXN 27 R5
' PN xy 3z (1 - 2v)(2R + z)
TYXN T' ....= xYN 2_ R5 + (A-6)R3(R + z)2
Tangential Load.
PT x l - 2v 3x2 (I - 2v) x2(3R + z)
o ," 3 - , (A-7)
XT 2a R3 R5 R(R + z)2 R2(R + z)
PT x I - 2v 3y2 (l - 2v) y2(3R + z)
o - I , (A-8)
YT 27 R3 R5 R(R + z)2 R2(R + z)
3PT x z2
o = R5 , (A-9)ZT 2_
3PT xyz
T = T - R5 , (A-IO)zYT YZT 2_
, 3PT x2z
TXZT " TZXT 2w R5 , (A-II)
' PT y 3x2 (I - 2v) x2(3R + z)
TYXT T -= xYT 2w R5 R(R + z) 2 I - R2(R + z) (A-12)
Axial Load.
o' ,,PAy I - 2v 3x2 (I - 2v) x2(3R + z)
_x 2, _ _ m(R+ .)2I 12(i+ ,) . (A-13)
-.j
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...... y2(3R + z)]l (A-14)
' PAy 1 - 2v 3y 2 (1 - 2v) 3 ,_
2
, 3 PAY z
°ZA 2_ R5 ' (A-15)
, , 3P A xyz
TZXA TXZA 2_ R5 ' (A-16)
2
, , 3PA Y
Z
= T " (A-17)
zYA YZA 2_ R5 '
T - T - _ 1 ..... . (A-18)
xy^ yx^ 2,, R5 R(R+ z) 2 _+ z) Jl
z (normal)
_ x (tangental)
Serni-infinile body
FIGUitE A.-'I. COOIDINATE SYSTF.,IqFOR STRESS aMPUTATIONS
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Hertzian Pressures and Surface Tractions
For a point oq the surface, the normal load could be written
PN = pdxdy where p is the local pressure (A-19)
Also, PT = PfT dxdy and (.t-20)
PA = PfA dxdy (A-21)
where fT and fA are the effective coefficients of friction acting tcngentlal
or axially to the surface.
If the surface were subjected to a Hertzian pressure distribution,
the pressure could be expressed (see Figure A-2):
;I (y _ yl)2
(x - x 1
P = PH 1 b 2 a2 ' (A-22)
where PH is the maximum Hertz pressure, a and b are the major and minor _.xea
of the contact ellipse, x and y are the coordinates with origins at the center
of the ellipse and x I and Yl are locations of the point load relative to the
center of the Hertz ellipse. The Battelle analyses were restricted to the
case where Yl = O. Tevaarwerk all_wed Yl to he a variable and found Yl = 0 to
be the Interesting region.
The general approach for determining the nine components _f the
stress tensor at any point can be written
[°_jN fT°iJT + I Y dxdy (A-23)
°is " P. + PT PAJ b2 ,z '
where olj cepreaents nine components of the stress tensor for liertslanl
pressures and various frictional forces and oij are the results of Mlndlln's
analyses (discussed in the previous section). In further computations, we
* In tensor notation Olj implies Oil, o12, o13, o_i . . .o33, where all Is o x,
o12 Is _xy' 022 is oy, 02] Is Ty:, etc.
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= oij/Pllshall use _ij such that all computations will be normalized on the
Hertz maximum pressures.
It would serve no purpose to show all substitutions of Mlndlin's
equations into the general stress tensor equation. It can be noted that any
of Mindlin's equations containing the term yn (n odd) will produce a zero
integral since the integration involves that function timer the even Hertz
_rcssure over the whole pressure region for Yl = 0. As an example of how the
substitution occurs consider the normal stress _ for fT and fA = 0.Z
=fafU _ (_)2 2
E -- 3 z3 _ x - Y dxdy (A-24)
z 033 a
-a L 2_ R5 '
_I y2where the lower limit L = xI - b - _ , and
the upper itmit U = x 1 + b - _ .
pdxdy
I
.
Y
i - FIGURE A-2. LO_DING CHARACTERIZED BY HERTZIAN ELLIPSE
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Scaling the Stress Tensor Equations
The following substitutions were used to facilitate computations:
\
-_= z/b _ = x/z q = y/z K = b/a and Xl = Xl/b "
With these substitutions Equation A-24 appears
I/K_
°z = 2_ _5 -_i) - (Kz-_) d_dn , (A-25)
- I/K_
where
--_llz-tl_ I- (z_)2 ,
= _i/_+ I/_-_I - (_Kn)2 , and
= _2 + n2 + 1 .
This type of substitution permitted reasonable computations near _ = O.
In the computer solution
where
A = {I - (_ -@i) 2 - (Z_) 2 (A positive)0 (otherwise) .
q
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All other stress compon, were treated in the same manner using the
general expression
\ _i3. = 2 LPN + PT + PA _ d_ dn, , (A-27)
O --
where by substituting. _ = x, n = y and z = I, all equations for alj become the
equations for °ij "
Review
This is the most involved section in the report and may be difficult
for the reader to readily grasp. Basically, all it involves is to take
Mindlin's equations (A-I - A-18), replace x with _, y with _, and z with 1 and
integrate equation A-27. For example, suppose we want to calculate 713 = Txz
from the normal load equation
OI3N ffi 3 _ (Equation A-5) . (A-28)
PN 2_ R5
From the tangential load equation
D
°13 T 3 _2
-- ffi (Equation A-11) . (A-29)
PT 2_ R5
From the axial load equation
°I3____AA= 3 _n (Equation A-16) , (A-30) "
PA 2w R5
where R - I + + n2 .
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Equation A-27 then becomes
-- 27 + + _q _'A d_ dn . (A-31)
This equation can be solved by numerical computation. In the Battelle
computations, the integral on _ was performed by a Gaussian quadrature
approach and the y integration was performed by a Trapezoidal rule.
Check of Numerical Solution
Hamilton and Goodman (6) developed an exact solution for circular
contacts (K = I). The numerical solution is compared with the exact solution
in Table A-I; the exact solution aas generated as a part of the work of
Tevaarwerk. The agreement tends to verify the numerical accuracy.
Smith & Liu(5) developed an exact solution for line contact (K
0). The numerical solution is compared with the exact solution in Table A-2.
- _ ---'4
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SOURCE LISTING FOR
BATTELLE STRESS MODEL
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°
PROGRAM SUBSTS([NPUTpOUTPUT,TAPE 1) 000100
COMMON/F/ ISTRSS,XI(2Z,I),GNU,ZpYpXK_FT,FAtqX 000110
COMMON/C/ STRS$(SpSp22) 000120
OIMEN$IQ.N AN__A__(_..3.pS__,A$_(3PZ21,AS(3_22)PBNl(3)p_,Z(3) 000130
lpCN1(3,22)_CN2(3,22)pCNS(Sp22) 000140
REWINO I 0001_0
_N1(11-.70711 000160
BNI(2)'O. 000170
8N1(3)--.70711 000180
8NZ[1_)-.5773_ 000|90
8N2(2)-.57735 000200
8N2(3)',5773_ 000210
CN3(1,1110, 000220
CN3(2,1)-0. 000230
CN3(3,1)-1. 000240
$IG_*__1__ ooo25o
SIGNA'+I. 000260
8 PRINT 6 000270
6 FORMAT( * INPUT,ASPECT RATIO,NU, ZpFTpFA, X-POSS,CASE*NQ*) 000280
REA_*p_KpGNU_ZpFTgFApMXtNCASE 000290
IF|XK.LT.O.) GO TO 7 000300
W_IT..E_I__,I,..,__I__._CAIE ooo32o
13 FORqaT(IlleSOX,* CASE NUMBER.*pI8,111) 000320
WRITE(lpg) XKpGNU_ZpFTpFA 000330
PQINT q,XKJGNU,ZeFTJFA 000340
9 FORMAT( • K-**E12.Se • NU-*eE12,_t• Z-e_E12.St• FT-epEIZ._p* FA-*eO00350
tEl2.§J/I) 000360
TMXXM-TMXXO-TAU_y_TAURVQ-Ot C00370
IF(_K.LT,I.E-6) CALL $TRSSC(I) 000380
IF(XK.GT.I.E-6) CALL STRSSC(6) 000390
wRITE(1P12) 000400
12 FORMAT(* IX 3XX SYY SZZ S_Y 000410
1SYZ SXZ $1 $2 S3 X-POS 000420
1•11) 000430
00 I IX.I)NX 000440
CALL PRINC(STRSSeIXtSI_S2,S3) 000450 |
CALL ANGLPiSTRSS_SIpSZtSS*AN,IX_SIGNA) 000460
CALL ANGTRAN(ANeBNI_CNleI_) 000470
CALL ANGTRAN(ANpBNZeCN2tlX) 000480
WRITE(I,11) IX,STRSS(I,I,IXI,STPSS(E,2, IX),STRSS(3_3, IX), 000490
IST_SS(IeZplX),STRSS(2,3_IX),STRSS(1,3, IXI,SI_S2,SS_XI(IX_II 000500
11 FORqAT(I5_IOE12,5) 000_10
1 CONTINUE 000520
WRITE(I,28) 000530
28 FORMATI//t45Xte FATIGUE SMEAR STRESS SUNHARY • Ill 000540
n_ _ IXRF-_N_ 000550
XRF-XI(I_RF_I) 000560
CALL RVSTRS(STRSS_CNI,AS_,TRVH_T_AX,IXRF,SIGN) ....... 0005?0
PRINT 99,TMAX 000560
9q_ FORMAT( * TNAX.t_E12.5) _ 000590
IFiABSiTRVnI,G_.ABS(TAURVq)I-TAuRV_-TRV_ -_ 000600
|F|40S(Tq_XI.GT.AaSiT_XNI) 22,2] 000610
22 T_X_-TMAX 000620
..... IXRFfl-IXRF __-000630
SIGN--I. 000640
__ Z___ CALL RVSTRSISTRSS_CN2_ASpTgVNO_TNAXO_IXRF_SIGN) ............ 000650
IF(ABS(TRVRO),GT, AESITAURVOII TAURVOoTRVNO 000_0
IFI_gS(TRAXOI,GTtAOSfTMXRO!I24,25 000670
24 TRXXOeTfl&XO 000600
• IXRFOelXRF 000690
25 CONTINUE 000700
PRINT 29,IXRF_TRVN_TPAXtTRVRO_TNX_O __ 000710
Zq FORRATIIS_4E14,5| 0007_0
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21 CONTINUE 000730
WRITE(1,153 000740
15 FORMAT(II,ZOx_e _LANE OF MAX SHEAR STRE$SelI) 0007_0
WRITE!_8) T_KX_tCNI(|tI_RFHltCNI(Zm|XRFMIJCNl(3tlXRFM)pXI(|XRFMpO00760 .........
1,813.5,* X-REF-*,E13.53 000790
WRITE(l,191 tAURVMpASM(I_IXRF_).ASMiZplXRFMIJASM(3plXRF_) 000800
19 FORMAT( _ TAU REVE_SI_G-*,E13.5,* AS(I)-O,E13.5_* AS(Z)=*pEI3.Sp 000810
ItAS(3)-*JE13._) 000820
WRITE(I,16) 0008)0
l__ FOR_ATI/I._t.2_X___OF "AX OCT SHEAR STRESS *11) 000_0
dPITE(1,L_) T_XXOpCN2(1,IXRFO)pCNZ(Zp|XRFO)pCN2(5_XRF_)pXI([XRFOwO00850
11) 000860
WRITE(I,19) TAURVO,AS(1, IXRFO),AS(Z. IXR_O),AS(3,[XRFO) 000870
CALL RVSTRStSTRSSpCN3pASpTRVHpTqAXpI,SIGNI 000880
WRITE(I,17) 000890
WRITE(]_18) T_AX,CN3(I_I),CN3(2,1),CN3(3,t) 000910
WRITE(I,19) T_V_mAS(I,1),,_S(Zel),A$(3_I) 000920
WPITE(1,20) 000930
ZO FOPHAT(IH1) 000940
GO TO 8 000950
....... 7 COHT[_UE 000960
ENO 000970
SUBROUTINE STR$SC(ZFLAG) 000980
CO_HONIFI I$_Xl(Z2_I)pGNU_Z_Y_XK*FTtFA_NXl 000990
CO_qONICl 5TRSS(3p3pZZ) 001000
DIMENSION FI(ZZeIT)eGINT(22)_ICALCiZZIeTEMPI(ZZI,FX(Z2)_FIYIITI 001010
1,Y1(17) 001020
P1.3.14159 001030
MY-IT 001040
_X-_Xl 0010_0
CALL XPO$ 001060
_F([FLAG.EO,I) GO TO 10 001070
.... DO 9 ISTRSS=I,6 001080 ....
IS-IST_S$ 001090
O0 4 JY-I,MY 001100
IFIJY.EO.1) Y-O. 001110
IF(JY.EO.Z) Y-,2 001120
%F(JY.EO,3) Y=,4 001130
[F(JY.EQ.4) Y=,6 _011§_
IF(JY.EQ._) Y-,8 001150
IF(JY.EO.6) Y=l.Z 001160
ZF(JY.EQ.7) Y-1.6 001170
IF(JY.EQ._) Y*2. 001180
IF(JY.E:.9) Y'2.5 001190
IF(JY,EQ,IG) Y-]. 001200
IF(JY.EQ.111Y=4. 001210
IF(JY.EO.123 Ys6. 0012_0
IF(JY.EQ.13| Y-8. 001230
|F(JY.EO.143 Y=tO. 001240
_F(JYeEO.151 Ye20. 001250
ZF(JY.E_,16| Y=]O. 001260
IF(JY.EO.171 Y=50, 001270
YI(JY)'Y ............................ 001_80
- BL'-2, tZ 001290
IF(BL.LT.-20.) _L=-_O. ................. 001300
BU=-BL 001310
%ELE-I 001]_o
CALL GAUSS(qx_Ie20_I_I,E-3*I,E-3,|L_SUeGE_T_|CALC*TEHPI_FXl 001330
O0 5 IIelePI 001340
: FI(IX,JY)eGINT(|X) 001350
5 CONTINUE ................... 001360
4 CONTINUE 001370
I ......
I
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On 6 I_,I,MX 001380
DO B IYoI,MY 001390
8 FIY(ITIoFI(IX,IY) 001400
IF(IS.EO.I) SrRSS(1,1, IX)-SIG1 0_1420
IF(IS,EO.2) ST_SS(2pZ,Ix)-SIGI 001430
IF(IS.EO.3) STqSS(3p3,1X)uSIG1 001440
IF(IS.E:.4) STQSS(1,2, IX)-STPSS(Z,I, IX),SIGL 001450
IF(IS.E9.5) ST_5S(2,3, I_).5TRSS(3eZelX)-SIGI 001460
..... [F(L_L_.__J___TRSS(I_3, IX)-STRSS(3Jl, IX)-$IG1 001t70
6 CONTINUE 001480
9 CONTINUE 0014q0
RETURN 001500
I0 C_NTINUE 001510
Oq 12 ISTRSS-I,_ 001520
_ IS-IST_SS 001530
O0 II IV-l,_X 001540
X-Xl(lX,1) C01550
XKI.(I.+X)**2_Z**2 001560
XKZ-(1.-_)*eZ*Z*_Z 001570
C1,SQRT(XKZIX_L) C01580
CZ-_ORT(.2**CI*(x_L*xK_-4,)IYKI) 001_90
SI,RIIXKLe(L.-CLIICLIC2 001600
SIB,PII_Kle(I.+C1)/CIlC2 001610
SXNe-I.IPIeze((L._Z.eXeeZ,2.eIeeZ)eSI6-2.eP[-3.exeSI) 0016Z0
SZN''ZIP|e(S|B'XeS|) 001630
TIZN--1.1PItZee_oSI 001640
_______=-I,IPIl((1._2,_xeeZ*Z,eZeeZ)oZeSLO-Z,opIeZ-3.exezosI) 001650
. T_ZT-FTeCTZ 001660
TYZT.FAeCTZ 001670
CXTe-l,lP|e((2.oXeeZ-Z,-3,eZeeZleSZ+Z.ePleX,2,e(l,*Xee2-ZeeZleX 001600
IeSIS) 001690
SXT-FTeCXT 001700
-- _TTeFAeCXT C01710
SZT'-(FTtFA)IPIeZOeZo5I 001720
IF(ISoEQ_I) _T_S5(I,I_IiIeSXN*SXT 001730
IF(IS.EO.2) S;RSStZ,Z_IX)eGNUe(SXN*SXT*SZN*SZTI*SYT 001740
IF(IS.EO.3) STRSS(3_3, IXIeSZN*SZT 001750
IF(IS.EO.4) STqSS(I*2JIX)oSTRS$(Z_I_IXIeO. 001760
IFI[$tEg. S) STqSS(2J3. IXIeST_SS(3*Z_IX)'TYZT 001770
IFIIS.EO.6) STeSS(l_3, lXloSTeSS(3,1,I_)-YXZN,TXZT 001700
1! CONTINUE 0017q0
12 CONTINUE 001000
_ETU_N 001010
END 001010
SUBROUTINE YIN_{FI_YI.SIGI_y| 001030
DIMENSION FIIIT)eYI(17) 001040
Clofl(lle(yl(Zjoyl(ll) 001150
CZeFI(_YIeIYIi_YI-YII_Y-lJ| 001060
SUN'O, .... 001070
_Yl-_Y-I 001000
00 | zoz_.Vl 001090
1 SUNeSUR*FI(1)o(YLII*II-YI(IoLJ) 001900
__ SlGL'CI*CZ*SUN .... O01qIO
_. * IETUIN O01_ZO
END ........ 001e10
_ SUDtOUTINE FEV6LIX,FX,JF_ICiL¢!-- 001q40
. CORRONIFI ISTOSS_XI(_Z. IJeGNUeZ|*Ye_K*FT#F4tN_ O0_qSO
OInE_SION FX(ZZI,ICiLCiZ_I 001q60
t Plo3,1415q 001q70
XZeXeeZ 001_00
. Y_sYee? O01_qO
GNUIOlo-Z.eGNU 00_000
I
1982009647-050
B-4
R=SgRT(X*e2_Y**2tl,| 002010
RZ-Ree2 002020
R3-R**3 002030
RS-R$$5 002040
RZIRel, 002050
IF(ISTRS$.E_.I) l,Z 002060
1 Clt(GNUIlR3-3.$XZIRS-GNUIIRIRZ#(1.-X21EIRZ-XEIRZ|)I2.1PI 002070
C2=(GNUIlR3-3.*X21R_-GNUIIRIRZ**Z*I3.-_2e(3.*R#I,|IREIRZIIIZ.IPI*xOO2080
C3,0, C02090
_o TO 1o 00210_0____
2 IFI|STRS$°EO.2) 3p4 002110
3 CI,(GNUIIR3-3,eYZIR§-GNUIIRIRZ$II,-YZI_IRZ-Y21RZ)IIEolP[ 002120
C2.(GNUIIR3-3.eYZIRS-GNUllRIRZ$t2$(I.-Y23(3.$ReI.llR21RZ)IeX12.IPIOO2130
C3-0. 002140
GO TO 10 002150
5 Cl=-3,IRSI2.1P! 002110
C2='3,12,1P|*XIR$ 002180
C3=0o 002190
GO TO 10 002200
6 IF(ISTeSS.EO.4) 7j8 002210
7 _|_Q, QQZZZ____
C2-0. 002230
C3.(-3.$_ZIRS-GNUII_IRZ$eZ$il.-XE$|3.$R_I.|IRZlRZ)IIZ.IPlOl 002240
GO T0 10 002250
B |F(|$TRSS,EQ.S) qpll 0022b0
9 C1.0. 0022?0
¢Z=O. . . _02290 __.
C3=-3,12,1P[oY21R$ 0022%0
GO TO 10 002300
11 Clm'3.1Z.lPI*XlR5 0023_0
¢?'-3,12,1Pl*XZlm5 002320
C3=0, 002330
10 ARG-CI_FTeC2_FAe_]_ . 002340
00 14 I=19JF 0023_0
IF(ICALC(|)11%13913 0023b0
13 C_NTINUE 002370
ARGU-1.-(ZBsX-II(IB_)I$e2-(Z§$YeXK)O_2 002380
|FiARGU.LT.O.| 15_16 002390
15 FY(|)=I.E-12 , 002400
GO TO 17 002410
1_ CONTINUE 002420
FX(|IeSQmTIARGU|*AmG 002430
17 ¢CNTINUE 002440
14 co.T1.ue 002450
mETVp4 0024_0
ENO 00Z470
SUBEOUT|NE PllMCi$¥_$S_lX_SE_S|q.$RN) 002400
O|_ENSION STRSSI3x3*221 0024q0
¢I*STR$SIt_Ip|XD$$TRSSIZtZ_IXI*$TBSSi3_|X) 002500
" Cl"-Cl 002510
C2.|TISSII,I,Ix|$STqSSIZ,Z_II)#ST|SSII,I,IXI$STeSSI3_3, IXIe OOZSZO
ISTISS(Z_2_|XIeS_ISS(J_|_IX|-STI$S(|_Z_|XIe*Z- 002_|0
_ ZSTRS$¢I_3_IX)eeZ-STRSStZ.$_IXIeeZ .............. OOZ$*O
_ C3.STiSSllele|l|eSTtSSlZ_Z_lXleSTtSSll_$olV), 002550
_" _.... IZ.$STt$$(I_|XI$$T_SS|_$p|xIeST_SS(Ie3_|X|- ._ 00_$60
_' 2$T|SSI|elelxIaST|S$IZe]_|XIee2- 00_570
_+ ]STISSII, 2.|IIISTISSII,],IMIII|- OOZ+lO
4$T_SS(3_3,|X)ISTRSSII._.IXIII_ O0_$qO
¢30-C$ 00_600
CALL CUOICICI_¢Ze¢),SI_S_$)I O0_klO r,
$n,S1 __ 00_620
IFISZ.GT.S_! Sn*SZ 002330
• wgm,,,_ _ _
1982009647-051
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IFIS3,GT.S_) SHmS3 0OZ660
SMNaSI 002690
' IFI$2.LT.SPN) $_N-$2 002660
_F(93.LT.SMN) S_N-_3 QQ_b70 ____
S[M'S2 002680
IF(S2,GT.$_N,ANO,$2.LT,_M) S|MeS2 0026q0
IF(S3,GT.S_N,A_D. S3.LT.SP) SIW-S3 002700
RETUPN 002710
E_0 002720
5U__UTIN_ CU_IC(CI, C2pC3,$1JSZIS)) QQZ73Q __
PI'3.1_159 00Z7_O
A.I.13.t(1.eC2-C_ee2) 002790
q.l.127.e(2.tClet3-q.eclec2,27.eC31 002760
IF(A,LTo0,) GO TO 3 002770
St'5?'S_'O. 002780
RE;VRN 00277Q _.__
1 C0_TINUE 002800
PtlIeACO$(-BIZ,I$=RT(-Aet3127,|) 002_10
S1.2.eSQeT(-kl3.1*COSiPHII3,)-Cll3. 002820
92,2._$3RT(-AI3,)_COS(PHII3,_2.eP[13.)-CII3, 002030
S3.2.e50RT(-AI3.1eC_SiP_II$,t6.oP[13,)-Cll3. 002860
mETUe_ _ 00IB_0
END 002860
SUBk_TINE ANGLP(STRSSp$1tSZ,$3,ANpIX,SIGNA) 002870
OIMFNS|ON STRSS($p3p22)pAN(3p3) 002880
S]l,$TeSS(l_lpIX) 0028qo
S12-$TmSS(192_1_t OO2900
S13-_TqSS(_t3,|X) 00291_
$22"STP$S(Z_Z_IX) 0ozqzo
S2_-gTtSS(2_3_IX) 002_30
S13_STe$S(3,3_I_) 002960
EReI.E-3 OOZqO
DO 2 1"1_3 002q60
, l_(l,E0*l) S'_| 00Z970 ....|F(I.EO.Z) S-SZ C02930
I_(I,E0.31 5-53 oozqqo
IFI_SS(SII-SI.LToE_) 3_ 003000
3 AN(I,1)-1• 003010
_SII,ZI'AN(I_3)eO. 003020
GO TO 16 O03QlO,
6 IF(4BS(SZZ-SI.LT.E_) 9_6 0030_0
9 _Ntl,2I,I. 003050
I
AN||jl|eAN(Io$Je0o 003060 !
;0 TO 16 0030TO
6 Iflk|SlS3305|oLYott) 7,0 001000
_3 _qi_))'Z. 0030q0
INIlJIIekNIIj2)oO. 001100
GOTo 16 001110
0 IFI_|SISIZI.LToEt.i_Oo&I$ISI31.LT.tIJ q,10 001120
IG A--lSlZeSI3-(511-5185Z$)OISlZeeZ-¢511-SIeISZZ-SD) 0o111o
Clloi(-SIZes-5131et511-SlJee2_10*_eeZ 0031_0
_Nq|l}|o_|SU&eS_nViZ.fC11J 001150
&N(l_|eAeAU(Ij)) 003160
f iM(t_lJeloSJ_eiqth_|°ll]eA_LIJJJJ7_[lJ_--IL _.O0$1T0
60 Y0 1_ 001100
; q___ I_|A|S(SlZ)oLToEteANOeIOSiS_)),LToEt) LlelZ ....... 0011_0
11 &00111ZeS23-152_-SleS131115_$eezolSZ205jeiSI$-Sl) 001_00
_-CllolloSLZoSZ$e_lll|2Z-Sllee2_h_OeZ 001tlo
• INII_lI-SIGNIeS0tT|101C111 001t|0
JMlJpiJe&eiN(|jl| 001_10
AN|IJ2|eioS_lo&N||Ji|o$1_e&q||,l)|liS_2-S| 001_0
i 60 TO 1_ ............. 0OII$O
" IZ ¢ONTINU! OOl|kO
i
1982009647-052
B-6
A.-(S13*$23-51Ze($33-SIII(SI]eeZ-(SII*SI*($33-S)I 003Z70
CII-((-S23-SI3OA)I(S33-S)Iee2,|..Aee2 0C3280
AN(|pZI.$|GNAeSOET(I.IC|I) O03Z90
AN(I,3)-(-$16*Aq(I,I)-SZ3eAN(Iw23)I($33-$) 003310
14 CONT|NUF 003320
Z CONTINUE 00333,
_ETURN 003340
FNO 003350
CCTM_n_IFI |ST_$S,XI(2Zpl)p_N_pZB.Y,IK_FT,_A,NX 003370
OLMENSION STRSS(3pS_ZZ)pAN(SpZZIpASI3pZZ) 003380
TmVMeO. 003390
T_XX-O. 003400
FP-I.E-] O03410
a$t'-l***leFLOIT(llS-l) 003430
ZF(ABS(AN(_,I)I.LT.E_.AM_.A_$(AMI_,ZII,LT.E_) _pq 003440
8 AS3-O, 0034_0
IS2*_IG_*SO_T(I.-ASIe*_) 003460
GO TO 73 003470
10 ASZ-O. 0034q0
I_3.SIG_*SG_r(I..I$1*eZ) 003900
GO TO 13 003510
11 ZFiABS(IN(2,II),LT.E_.ANO.I_S(IN(3_I)).LT.E_) GO T_ lZ 003520
IF(&SSI_(2, Z)).LT.E_) 1_.17 003530
CC-I.-aSleeZ-iS]ee2 003550
IF(CC.LT.O.) 03 TO ZZ 00_560
ISZe$|G_*SG_(CC| 00_570
00 TO 13 00",580
17 IcI_SSiAqI3, III.LT.E_) 1e,19 00_590
...... _L_____SZ.-ASleANII, l)IAH(2, I) 003___
CCe|.*A_IeeZ-4SZelZ 003610
|F(CC.LT.O.) GO TO 22 OO36_0
153e$_GNtSOlY(CC) 003630
GO TO 13 003b40
19 IFIISSilqiI,|II.LT.ERI 20,Z1 003650
20 A}Ie#N|_,II_$|Gqe30_T(1.*ISleeZ) 003660
A$3*-AN(Z_|IIIN(3_IIeI3Z 003670
GO TO 13 003680
Zl A-ANlZ_|)eeZ,INl1.lleoZ 0036q0
OeZ.eI_II,IIIANI6,II*I$1 003100
C.AS_II_IANII,||I*_*I_(Z,IIII_II$1II_-&NI_,IIII_ 003110
CC'BI'Z'4.!Ae; 003710
IFICC.LT,O.) GO TO ZZ 003730
IS3-(-5*SIGNIS3tlICCIII_.IA 003140
15Ze*(&S11lq13,ZJllSlelN(leIl)I4_11111 003?50
13 COS;ZsU! 003?60
Tule-|.E*_O 003??0
T_h'I,E*ZO OO]?lO
O0 Z IX.l,_ O0_?qO
TIUoINIIJIIoISZoSTISSCLJLJIXI*INIZ_IIoASZgSYRSSIfJ_J|IJ OOiO00
l,INl3JllllS3eSttSSl3J3Jlxl*lNliJlleiS+eSTtSSllJlJlXl 0030|0
ZIINI+,|IIISIISTISSIIjZ_ilI*INlI+IIoISlOSTIS$IIJip|ll 003110
3*4Nl$JllelSlOSVtSSlZ,|JlXl*lMllJilelS]ioStlSSllsislXl 003130
q,INliJlll&SleSVqSS|l, lJltl 001140
IFITIUoGT,T.II 1,6 003050
3 VntellU 0010_0
15730151 003170
ISTZ-_SZ 003010 ,,
4573e6S1 0030 qDO
1982009647-053
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4 IF(TIU,Lr,TRN) 5pb 0_3g00
5 TMN-TAU 003910
6 C_NTINUE 003920
.Z___ _0NT!NV_ 003930 ....
TtV*T_I*TMN 003940
IrIABSITRV).GT._B$(T_VMI) TRVM-TeV 003050
]FIASSITqN|.GT.AB$(T_I)) TMX-ABSITMN) 003960
%FITMI.GT.TqXx) Z3pZZ 003970
Z3 TMX(,Tel 003980
kSIZ,I)-ASTZ 004000
ASI3.I).AST3 004010
22 CONTINUE _O40ZO
| CONTINUE 004030
IETUPN 004040
......... IZ____LRITEII, I_I ....... _.QO_Q_O
1_ r_mMITI * SOLUTION NOT APPROPtIATE ,1 004060
eETUmN 004070
END 004080
SU_nOUTINE ANGTRANIANpBNpC_,IX) C04090
0IM[NS|0N AHIS,JI,BNI3)pCNI3JZZ) 004100
.... CNIItlX),_.__(I.).._4NIIJII*BNIZ)*_NIZ_II*_I])*A_(3,I) 004110 _
CNIZeIXI,BN(IIeANIle2I*BNIZIeANIZ,ZI*SNI3IOANISpZ) 004120
CNI3,II)*BNII)tA_(|,3)*BNVZ)IANIZpS)*SMI3IIANI3p3) C04130
RETUIN 004140
END 0041_0
SUBROUTINE xPO$ 004160
___ON/F]_ ISJXIIZZ_I)tGmJ, ZjYJXK_F|nFA_qX 004170 __
IFI"X.EO.7) 1,Z O041eO
I 1111,1|*°.8 004190
_1(Z,1)--,5 004Z00
X1(3,13.-.3 004Z10
X114,11.0. 004220
_119,11-,] 004230 __
1116.13",} 004240
Xl{7,11_._ 004250
iETUIN 0e1260
2 %Flql. EO,11) 3_4 004270
3 1111,1)--1. 004210
11(2.I|*-.9 004290
I113,11--.| C04300
_114,11.-.9 004310
I1l_13--,3 004120
X116_13-0. 0043)O
11(7_13*,5 004)40
11(0*11e.9 004350
_119.11",$ 004310
11IIO_11",9 004110
11111_11*1. 004110
iETUIN 004)t0
4 IFIRI._.I$I $e_ 004400
i .... I |llhllo-l,_ 0044101112_1 o-1. 10
I ILI]IIIe'sS ........................... 0044]01114,11--,I 004440
;ll$plI",? _ _ 004*50
Iili,llo-.$ 0044k0
I117*11e',] 004470
1110,1I'0. 004410
1 • IllqJlie*5 0044_|i110,1i*05 004500
;1111,11-,? 004510
Wll12,1JOoO 004520
1982009647-054
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X1(13,1)=,9 004530
X1(14,1)=1, 004540
Xl(15,1),l,1 00k550
RETVRN 00_560
6 PRINT 10 00_§70
10 FORMAT( _ HATRIX NOT AVAZLABLE * ) 00_580
RETURN 004590
END 00_600
r
II
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